WILEY X® INTRODUCES BLACK OPS WX OMEGA ACTIVE LIFESTYLE SERIES SUNGLASS
Stealthy Good Looks and State-of-the-Art Protection Combine in New Style
®

Wiley X , Inc. has added a new model to its lineup that is sure to appeal to military, law enforcement, security
operatives, shooting enthusiasts and others who prefer stealthy, understated protective eyewear. A member of
Wiley X’s Active Lifestyle Series sunglass family, the new WX Omega Black Ops Edition (Model #ACOME01) fits
the bill with a Matte Black Frame, tone-on-tone WX temple logos and Smoke Grey Lenses for superior visual
acuity, advanced eye protection and a look that’s no-nonsense and all business.
This WX Omega features shatterproof Selenite™ Polycarbonate lenses that meet ANSI Z87.1 High Velocity and
High Mass Impact Standards, as well as U.S. Federal OSHA 1910.133(b)(1)(1) Standards and European EN.166
Standards for world-class protection that is up to any challenge. With distortion-free clarity and 100-percent
UVA/UVB protection, these lenses are ideal for wear during a wide range of outdoor activities — both on the job
and off. The versatile Smoke Grey tint provides 15-percent light transmission for maximum glare reduction
without color distortion. This combination delivers clear, distraction-free vision in a wide range of conditions and
tactical situations. In addition, Wiley X’s proven T-Shell™ lens coating resists scratching in extreme
environments, ensuring long-term durability and clear vision over the long run.
Wiley X is the only premium sunglass manufacturer with this level of protection in every adult style it makes — so
it’s little wonder the company has been a leading provider of protective eyewear to U.S. military, law enforcement
and other tactical wearers for nearly 30 years.
This Active Lifestyle Series frame is designed for Medium to Large head sizes and features a double-injected
rubber nosepiece for non-slip comfort and security, even during intense action and rigorous activity. An included
leash cord with rubber temple grips can be used to provide additional security and convenience when wearing
these Black Ops shades. In addition to the leash cord, the WX Omega comes with a sturdy black zippered case
and microfiber cleaning cloth.
Like almost all Wiley X sunglasses, the new WX Omega is also Rx-ready using the company’s exclusive
DIGIFORCE™ digital Rx lens technology, for superior prescription accuracy and unparalleled visual clarity over
the widest possible field of vision. This makes the Black Ops WX Omega an ideal, no compromise solution for
wearers who require state-of-the-art protection, stylish good looks and prescription lenses.
To learn more about the new Black Ops WX Omega — or the company’s full line of advanced sunglasses
delivering Absolute Premium Protection — visit www.wileyx.com. Or contact Wiley X at 7800 Patterson Pass
Road, Livermore, CA 94550 • Telephone: (800) 776-7842.
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